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Scaling method for predicting room air motion with reduced scale models was investigated 
theoretically and experimentally with full and 1/4th scale test rooms. The critical Archimedes number, 
at which the diffuser air jet fell immediately after entering the room, was found to decrease when the room 
dimensions decreased A new scaling method was proposed based on the relative deviation of Archimedes 
number from its critical value. 

Preliminary evaluation of the new scaling method was conducted by comparison between the 1/4th 
scale tests and the corresponding full scale tests, which indicated that the new scaling method predicted 
'well-the overall room air flow patterns, distributions of mean velocity, temperature, and levels of 
turbulence intensity and turbulent kinetic energy in the occupied regions. Ways for improving the scaling 
'method further are also proposed 
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INTRODUCTION 

Similitude modelling of room air distribution is a useful tool for studying room air distribution 
and ventilation effectiveness. Using reduced scale models, a broad range of ventilation conditions can be 
investigated more conveniently and less expensively, and experimental results can be applied to rooms of 
different sizes. However, a proper scaling method is needed for the model tests in order to extrapolate 
the model results to different sized rooms quantitatively as well as qualitatively. 

_ Scaling methods have been developed for isothermal and fully developed room ventilation flows 
(e.g., Pattie and Milne 1966, Timmons 1984, Baturin 1972 and Anderson and Mehos 1988), but a proper 
scaling method is still not available for predicting non-isothermal and low turbulence room airflows due 
to the difficulties involved (Moog 1981, Yao ·et al. 1986 arid Ciuistlanson et al. 1988). Most realistic 
room ventilation flows are non-isothermal and involve low turbulence (Zhang 1990). Developing proper 
scallng methods for realistic room ventilation flows with Internal heat sources and obstructions is one of 
the research needs in the studies of room air and air contaminant distributions (lnt-Hout 1989). 

The objectives of the present study was to develop a new scaling method for predicting room 
ventilation flows and evaluate the method with experimental measurements in an 1/4th scale model room 
and its full scale prototype. 
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Reynolds Number: Re. It represents the ratio of the inertial force to the viscous force. Similarity 
the air motion within the model and its prototype requires: . 

,(6) 

(7) 

n is the geometric scale of the model relative to the prototype. 
:· For a reduced scale model, n<l. Therefore, the diffuser air velocity in the model will be higher 
in its prototype if one conducts model tests based on the diffuser Reynolds number. 

: Archimedes Number: Ar,4 It represents the ratio of inertial force to thermal buoyancy force. 
a,...t ,t'H.:...!larity between the motions Within the model and prototype requires: 

[ pgwd(Tt-Td) ] = [ pgwd(Tc-Td)) 
ua Ill ua Sl 

d d (8) 

(9) 

H 

Therefore, the· diffuser air velocity in a reduced scale model (n<l) would be smaller than in the 
orotot-me if one conducts model tests based on the Archimedes number. 

Froude Number: Fr. It represents the ratio of inertial force to the gravitational force. Similarity 
U<;L'Wt:t;U the mOtiOn Within the model and prOtotype requireS: 

. ' (10) 
. . 

11~·~~~--.- . ~g) .. =(g)p. w~ haye the sa relation as Eq. 9. . .:· 
em .. _. Prandtl Number: Pr It represents the ratio of the thermal diffus~vity t~ mo~en_tum !liffusivity (i.e., 
l,scosity). Similarity of air motions within the model and its prototype requires: .- , · . · . . 

- • • • ... • J - • • • • ' • • • • . .. ~ • ~ •• . . .. • • .., • • • • • • 

. ... ·. :· ~ - - i.1. - · v · ... v ~· ·;.;. u. ··· ·· : ·~· ;'l 

'" '" ' ' "" "'': U ·~ (-)Ill =,. (-) fl ·- • . ~ • I • : ; · • · •: •! 
· · ·· II ·"· II (11) 

~itich can be' s~tlsfted b;;~sing the same wo~king fluid in the -~odel as in the prototyPe. and mai~taining 
t11e same testing temperatures. 

ln addition to the above similarity parameters, the boundary conditions need to be maintained 
similar between a model and its prototype. lltis includes the equalities of U1', u1'uJ·· e. l1j ·e and P' 
between the model and its prototype at the diffuser, exhaust and surfaces of walls, ceiling and floor. 
These dimensionless parameters are affected by the diffuser characteristics and surface roughness (Zhang 
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et al., 1991). 

Difficulties In Scaling for Non-isothermal Room Ventilation Flows 
An ideal scaling method would satisfy the complete similarity conditions as repres~:nted·l} 

(4), (6), (8), {10) and (11) and maintain boundary conditions in the model similar to its 
However, the restrictionS on selecting a proper working fluid for the reduced-scale model 
it difficult to satisfy the above complete similarity conditions (Moog, 1981). Model studies 
usually conducted with some convenient fluids (e.g., air or water), in which the distortion 
parameters is unavoidable. In this case, scallng methods are usually derived so that the model can 
the overall room air flow pattern and the distributions of air velocities and temperatures within the 
in which one is most interested (e.g., the occupied regions). 

In the present study, air was used as the working fluid for both the prototype tests and the 
scale model tests. It is generally more convenient to maintain (T ,-TJm=(T ,-TJP so that the modei 
prototype have the same air properties (Baturin 1972). i.e., (p)m=(p)P, (v).,=(V)P' (cx)m=(cx)P and 

Therefore, the equality ofPrandtl number (Eq. 11) is satisfied automatically. However,-··--·-_., .. 
for Reynolds, Archimedes and Froude numbers results in contradictory scaling factors (Eq. 7 
That is, scaling based on the diffuser Reynolds number would result in higher diffuser air ""''""1'il''1lf 
reduced scale model than ln its prototype (Eq. 7), but scaling based on the Archimedes number and 
number would result ln a lower one (Eq. 9). 

The diffuser Reynolds number describes the degree of turbulence generated by the 
When the Reynolds number is higher than a threshold, the room flow becomes fully turbulent 
longer depends on the Reynolds number. Therefore, for fully turbulent non-isothermal ventilation 
the Archimedes number can be used as the scaling parameter as long as the Reynolds number is 
enough to achieve fully developed turbulent flows in the model. 

However, the entire room flow field under realistic ventilation conditions is generally not 
turbulent even though the diffuser jet region is (Zhang et al. 1990). In this case, the air movement" · 
the room· would still be diffuser Reynolds number dependant since the viscous effect can not be m:;~'l;"'"' 
Therefore, a proper scaling method for non-isotherinal low turbulence ventilation flow should 
both Archimedes ntiinber and Reynolds number similarities. · · - " · 

! · ~ : ~.-; p ; ; 

The Critical Archimedes Number 
A horizontally projected diffuser air jet would start to change its direction to nn,un\lv:trr 

immediately after entering the room at a certain critical value (Ar~ of Archimedes number. This 
is different depending on direction from which the ~ Js reached (i.e., whether by increasing 
from a low value or by decreasing Ar61 from a high val!Je) due to the hysteresis ·or the air motion , ............. ... 
1979 and ZJW1g"l991).1' Iii this paper, Ar,...;,: is 'defined as the vilue of Archimectes number at""" 
hOriZOntally projected jet 'fallS 'immediately after entering the"room ~When - Oftt "gradually inl"rP:t •<:P~· ·tne 
Archimedes number (either by decreasing the diffuser air velocity or by increasing the internal heat 
It was found (Zhang 1991) that the critical Archimedes ·number decreased with the room size (Table 

. \ \ . '"' . . . . 
"' ') I• • • • 

A New Scaling Method 
. It is generally recognized that the Archimedes number is a more important parameter for 

model "stildy of noii~isothermal ventihi.tion flows, since it determines the ·trajectory of the diffuser 
which is a predominant factor in determining the overall air flow pattern within the room (e.g., 
1972 and Christianson ·et al. 1988). However, the Archimedes number in a reduced scale model test can' 
not be the same as that in the prototype because the critical Archimedes number decreases when the room 
size decreases as discussed in the last section. · '' 

It would be reasonable to assume that if the relative deviation from tl;le critical Archimedes number 
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TABLE 1 
Dimensions of the Test Rooms and the Critlcal Archimedes Number 

,. » 
(m) 

2.4 

0.6 

W wd 
(m) ~ (em) 

18.3 5.08 

1.35 1.27 

Yd .. w •. 
(em) (em) 

Yc 
(em) 

30.48 20.32 91.44 

7.62 5.08 22.86 

( Arrdc-Artd) = ( Arrdc-Arrd) 
Ar tdc m Ar rdc:· ; 

TJ,=<Tr TJP' (~) .. =(~)P' (g),.,=(g)P and (wJ,=n(wJP' we can easily derive: 

(U) = [ (Artdc:>p]l/2nl/2(U) 
d JIJ (Ar tdc:> Ill d .P 

Arrdc: 

0.0230 

0.0127 

(12) 

(13) 

s;,)t Is interesting to note that the value of the scaling factor, [(Arr~/(Ar1.J.J 112n111 , ln Eq. (13) \$ 
ll'lU>ei:Wef:n n112 and 1/n, which are the scaling factors derived from Archimedes number similarity (Eq. 9) a!l<.l 
lliii!II<."Rl!~vnc>l.lcls number similarity (Eq. 7), respectively. Therefore, the new scaling equation (Eq. 13) appeal'$ 

compromise between the Archimedes numbe~ similarity and the Reynolds number similarity. 

. ~ . . .. 
... . . 

~~~periirnental Facilities and Procedures 

1 
~.Room V~!Jtil~on Simulator (Christianson et al., 1992)has been developed to study room air 
<;Qntaminant _dlstrtb:ution under. well controlled environmental testing condilio.ns. ·For the presclll 

tests were conducted in an 1/4th scale test room (Figure 2) and its full seale prototype. T<-:>1 
; c;Qil(ll~IODs are listed In ·Table ' 2: ·iii which· the "diffuser air veloCities in the 1/4th scale room w<'n' 

• I o ' ~ ) • 0 I • e r ~ • I • • o • 0 t ' ' 

)t'k'~'"~m;u based on Eq. (13). The test rooms had a continuous slot diffuser opening and exhaust. 
~!~StJltinl! in tWO dimensional ro0ln VentilatiOn 'flO~S {Zhang 1991), l ;, .j '• r:- ' ".'/ I 

'Jbe veioeities and teriiperatUies within the room ':Nere' rrieaSuied with £'hot wire 'probe and :\ 
· • • • • • l' t ' 'I • •r··· · \( • ' ,. " ·· .. • • t • • • •· •• 

if}tJnenrn04oouole probe, ·re'spect.ively. 'A' micrOComputer based·data'acquisition and probe positioning systt'll\ 
developed to collect the data and move the probes automatically (Zhang et al. 1991). Additionally, 

·~~E~ •. temoeratu.n~s at the diffuser, exhaust of the test rooms and the floor surface were monitored b{n 
I . • • • • • •• "f I • • •• • • .. )' . ~ . • • , ' • I • •• • • i. • . ' • ' l ' • 

logger with thennO:COuple PrObes. ·Room air tlow patterns were visualized with titanhtll\ , ,,,,. . . . .. . . • •. , ,, ..... ... , . . . ·r· ~ . . • • , • .. J -· r · · 
retr:~rn•lnrlti .. (TiCIJ ·smoke·which Is neu~}rJ~~~:~u.~~~t.<; ; :· . _; .. :: :· ·· ·!. · _· .•. :· .• ' . :· .~· ·: . , 

Tq~•"tl ~'• l :• "' ,, · ~tJ .i"\' • • · · 'l .. , •• ,. ' """ ' •• •• • ' 1f ' , 1'1 · ·!1 •"\ •1.r"" •· / ... • ' "'I: •) ' 'I , • I •'' " "• .• • est ResultS - .. .. ~ - .. . .. .. '1 " • w ~ · ~ .. ... ,_. .. . . .... • - • • ... .. • • 

~ • ... .. Flow Patterns The flow patterns ·obsme(t'Jn' the 114th ~ale model' tests' were-in geriernl simll:lf' 
'to those observed in the prototyj>e tests (Figures 3, 4 and 5, respectivelyf However, the secondary C1l\ly 
at the upper right comer in the prototype test P4 was not clearly revealed by smoke in the 1/4th scale r~·~r 
'M4. - - - -·- - --·.. .. - . - ·-
.:--·; Mean Velocity. The dimensionless mean velocities measured in the 1/4th scale model test~ In 
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Archimedes number to reduce such variation. • :u 
To extend the application of the proposed scaling method, further researcheS ;s ~A~ ~ 

:~e;~;ir1e the effects of room aspect ratio, diffuser location and internal obstruction "* # ,-::o.:SI.¥1 
MJ:crom.::u..., number, and to develop a functional relationship between the critical ArchimN.a:; ~"' 

scale. 

AND CONCLUSIONS 

. :\~ Jir 
For non-isothermal ventilation flow, th.e critical Archimedes number at which the 1().; .. 

0
g 

fmropJpeO immediately after entering tlle room was found to decrease with the room sizt. ·' :'IC~· :~ir 
aw·c~·'""' was proposed based on the equalily of !he relative deviation of Archimedes num..'x'! tt-~; :~e 
.......,,II""J values between a reduced scale model and its prmotype. Comparison betwccn ~ .l .IJ.: ~xt 

tests based on !he new scaling method and the prototype tests indicated !hat the new ~"::.M .. ~ p:; 

promising. . . -r:ntial 
:I: . The proposed scaling method may be improved by exploring a different temtx~(lll'C Ji~·~ce 
reference for !he critical Archimedes number to reduce the dependence of the p~~"'I\.~ 1~'1·• ; ·r.itil,), 

th.e internal heat load. More experiments are also needed to determine the effects \)I C\.'"11 ;~...~~'~1031 
ft\IIIIJ.I•""'' location and i.ntemal obstruction on the critical Archimedes number, and to tk\'cl.'i' t ~· 
~~eJatJOUlSru.p between the critical Archimedes number and the room scale. 

g 
H 
k 
L 
]d 
p 

p• 

Pr 
P..,r 

Re 

T, t 

f3gw .tf r TJ 
= Archimedes number defined as----

ud2 
hl 1-.stil.l of 

= Froude number defined as UJ(gwJm, which rep~~nts 1 .. 

gravitational effect to inertial effect; 
= Gravitational acceleration rate, mi.;; 
= Room height, m; . 
=Turbulent kinetic energy, (mls)2

; 

= Lenglh of !he room (in Z direction), m; 
= Lengtll of the diffuser slot (in Z direction), m; 
= Thermodynamic pressure, Pa; 

= J)imensionless pressure (ratio between the pressure. 
at a point and P J; 

= Diffuser pressure, Pa; 
. . . .. pd · = Pressure number defmed as -- ; 

pUi 
= Prandtl number defined as v/a ; ·. 
= A reference pressure (e.g., !he pressure outside the test rtxll\1, ~' 11 ; 

Udwd = Reynolds number defined as -- ; 
v 

= Mean temperature and fluctuation component, "C; 
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T, 
. Td 

T. 
AT 
AT011 

A1rd 
ATn1 
U,u 
u' 
U

• • 
• u 

ud 
w 
wd 
w. 
X, y, Z 

x·,y·,z· 

Yd 
y. 
(X 

~ 
()12 
e. e 
v 
p 

Subscripts 

iJ 

m 
p 
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-o;:=~-~--- ------ ~~ .. --. .. . -

Figure 1 Schematic of the room geometry studied and the definition of coordinates 
(Z is into the page) 

• •• : •• ~ j !. ; t' 

1. Slot diffuser 
2. Test roon 
3. Probes 
4. Screw bar 
5. Step Motor 
6. Screw bar 
7. Slot exhaust : 
e. Exhaust plenuM 
9. VoluMe control 
10. Screens 
11. Pressure ,tap · '""''u"''Y'"-
12. Flexible connector 
13. Centrifugal fo.n 
14. Fe1n support · ; ·:f~ 

Figure 2 Experimental set up for the l/4th scale tests 
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a. Test M4: U.rl.l9 m/s, ATr.r37.5 "C 

----- -~- ---
1 2 __ 3 :.. . ~- -4 -~ :__:_ ~~ ·5 .::_-_ 6 . ·:.- ~ - 7 ..:::-:.a _9 _ 10 11 
Y , ~ Arrow l~ngth Indica. tes velocity Ma.gnitudc?~ 

- •· · directions : l{ldica. te ~luctua. tions 
----~ lnterpola. ted ' l'tow· ·pa. ttern · 

b. Test P4: U.r1.78 m/s, ATr.r37.4 "C 

Figure 3 Comparison of flow patterns between tests M4 and P4 
~· . : . 
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-~> Arr ow · length -Indica. tes -Velocity r~o.gnltude, 
directions ;.Indica. te : ·fll.!ct~:-~o.~_lons 

----? Inter polo. ted flow po. tter n 

b~ Test P5: U.r=~:78 mls, ,nr.r=26.6 C 

~.· , ;::,: :< / :~ :.:~j ~:r. ·.·1 '. ~ r~:.:n·~ -~~ 1!~·-l ··,; ~( .... · ··~. · :. 

Figure 4 Comparison of flow patterns between tests M5 and P5 
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a. Test M6: U.r=1.19 mls, ATt.r=16.8 "C 

1 2 3 --·--=4 5 -- ~ 6 7 ~-~-~ 8 9 10 11 
Y · ~Arrow · length lndica.tes velocity Ma.gnltude, 

-~ ~ directions Indica. te fluctuO.tlons 
- - ----? Interpol a. ted flow pa. tter n. 

: . ... ... . -- - . ~ -·· ~· .::::. . . . -... ·~ 

b. Test P6: U.r1.78 mls, ATt.r=16.4 "C 

Figure 5 Comparison of flow patterns between tests M6 and P6 

•' 
,,! ' • •• • • • 

• _. r .- . ' 
\ : .. . i : .. 
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Figure 6 Spatial distribution of mean velocities 
(-: l/4th scale model test M4, x: prototype test P4) 

Figure 7 Spatial distribution of turbulence intensities (lOOu'IU) 
(-: l/4th scale model test M4, x: prototype test P4) 
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Figure 8 Spatial distribution of turbulent kinetic energy (k/0.5Ud2
) 

(-: 1/4th scale model test M4, x: prototype test P4) 

0.250 0.500 0.750 

Clvg=0.2079 • l'lln-0.0503 

Figure 9 Spatial distribution of mean temperatures [(T-T.J/AT,d] 
(-: l/4th scale model test M4, x: prototype test P4) 
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